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Visual artist Bridget Smith presents visionary statements from leading
creatives on billboards & hoardings in Sincil St, Lincoln Bus Station,
Broadgate & Silver St
Smith has installed visionary statements from invited artists, writers,
musicians, playwrights and filmmakers, inspired by Emanuel Swedenborg an 18th century visionary - across Lincoln’s public realm. These ‘wayside
pulpits’ offer ways of thinking about how to live in these uncertain times.
The visionary statements for Lincoln come from leading visual artists from
Jeremy Deller to Gavin Turk, Bob & Roberta Smith; to authors Rae Earl
and Ali Smith; musicians Robert Wyatt & filmmakers Bonnie Wright.
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I’m for women bishops
Treat every animal with dignity
The apocalypse will be the work of man and not of God
Scroll down and keep scrolling
To create something new you must exceed the meanings of words
An imprisoned rainbow gives shelter to the homeless
Never assume
Lets do something with such intensity, resulting in spectacular failure, so
that we too can become Icarus
Keep it complex make it clear
“musical notes”
Its all about geography
Consider beauty
lean elbow mantelpiece heat cold not knowing
More poetry is needed
Words matter
It’s not the time to act alone
The hill is there to climb
For every new beginning lies an end, and for every end lies a new beginning
Ruby Tuesday wants a fag
Radical democrat democratic radical
Less words, more touch
The euphoric state of determined mediocrity. Achieve it by all means
necessary
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The process is formed by everything formed in the process
(pause) uh-oh.
Further
Modern spirits emerge through dark shadows
In a diagram of the ink in which we meet, another scale hovers above
The wind is seen to blow through the limitations of human intellect
Create an emotional bridge with a stranger
Od is love
We grow little by little
Books make you look better
There is a call for a vocation that is a revocation and exposure of the work
of division upon which so much founds itself, slicing and assailing us daily,
hardening hearts, inflicting misery that is worth crying about, making
government run everywhere, controlling the spaces around the atomistic
individuals that are constituted as its flock
Can you hear it?
The children are coming, soon they will be adults
Thought is the proper medium of the possible
Fear less
Bikes are excellent
Smile smile smile smile
To see as you see
One must not dispel the dark one must make it lustrous
Unique, individual & creative
Stop being nasty
Choose a fertile future not a fossilised one
The trick is knowing when you’re having an idea, and not just another
thought
The inverse of the cliché must be the most unknown place
Ain’t no big deal, when people ask you how you feel.
Love is a series of choices
Progress is the art of keeping up with our delusions
Harvest, gather & sow a handful of seeds for every plant you reap
Bye bye Spacey! Bye bye Corpy!
A camera is a room with a window that frames a view. The lens is a glazed
hole that lets light into a room. The frame delineates a hole that reveals a
view. We can now rename photography as holiography. A practice that
engages with openings, piercings and keyholes that facilitate and
complicate visibility. Contributing to our knowledge and exploration of
holes.
We are Europe, now
Soon there will be no nationalism, capitalism and patriarchy. It’s up to you
want comes next
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My voice is inside yours and yours is inside mine
Remember you must live
Art is your human right
The eye needs a horizon
So where has eternity gone?
Take nothing
God the soul the mind will-understanding (love) (wisdom) bodily life actions
effects
A childhood reverie is the hypothesis for a new world order
Who what when where how and why
Jessica Voorsanger says: never let children watch tv alone
Remember the grief, forget the grudge
Your gaze should be directed beyond the space
Another life is possible
We are either creating the pollution, or being the solution
The light at the end of the tunnel comes from where you entered it
Power to the peaceful

